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Spiritual Growth: Being Your Higher
Self

Note: The eBook version has been revised and updated, however the information and teaching is
essentially the same as the printed version.This book is a national and internationally best-selling
classic with a timeless message. It has been translated into over 24 languages. Once in a decade
comes a book that can affect people at the very core of their experience. A contemporary
masterpiece in the tradition of the world's great spiritual writings, Spiritual Growth is such a book. It
contains the essence of the contemporary spiritual path, embodying joy, growth, and increased
aliveness. The teachings are profound and inspirational. Open the book to any page. Quiet your
mind, read, savor the words. The effect is instantaneous. Your mind is uplifted, your heart is
opened, and your body experiences the sensations of peace. The techniques are practical. Spiritual
Growth teaches readers how to move to higher consciousness, when to be an active force, and
when to surrender and let things happen. Spiritual Growth will teach readers how to: be their Higher
Selves in their everyday life, create a vision of their higher purpose, and manifest what they want
rapidly and easily. Readers will learn to work with light for healing and growth, to connect with the
Universal Mind for enhanced creativity, and to link with the Higher Will to carry out their higher
purpose. A series of meditations (each of the 21 chapters has one) take the reader step-by-step
through the process of spiritual growth. These easy-to-learn processes taught by Orin, a wise and
gentle spirit teacher, have helped hundreds of thousands take a quantum leap, accelerate their
spiritual growth, and live their lives with more joy, harmony, peace, and love.Spiritual Growth gives
you tools to lift the veils of illusion, see truth, expand and contract time, raise your vibration, achieve
higher states of consciousness, open your heart, and know yourself in new, more loving
ways.Spiritual Growth teaches you to have more satisfying relationships with others by using the
skills of non-attachment, right use of will, being transparent to others' energies, and communicating
as your Higher Self. You will learn to become a source of light and to grow through world
service.Speaking always to the higher aspect of the reader, Orin offers the next step in spiritual
growth for those who want to know more about who they are, why they are here, and what they
came to do.
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This practical book teaches you how to connect with the wisdom of your Higher Self - with the Light
and bring it into your daily life - by living it and expressing it. The process brings you into a state of
Oneness and you being to live your life from this awareness, divinely guided and expressing the will
of God / the will of your Higher Self - rather than the will of your human ego. You merge with divine,
like a drop of water merges with an ocean and are then able to express infinite love, power and
wisdom of your Divine Self. When you do live from this state of consciousness, you become
centered. Non-attachment, which is also dealt with in this book - becomes in a way a natural
side-effect of the entire process - because the only thing you desire, the only little prayer that you
have is "Thy will be done". When you live your daily life fully aware of, and feeling and expressing
the presence of your Greater Self, you don't need to hope or believe that it is there - you KNOW it,
and you TRUST it wholeheartedly - you know that it is your best friend and that it has your best
interests at heart - so you let it express through you freely - and you know that it doesn't matter what
may come or go out of your life - whatever you may ever need will be always supplied to meet all of
your needs. In this way, your begin living an effortless life. You neither have any need or desire to
manipulate others, nor are they able to manipulate you any more - because you are now true only to
your Greater Self (to God) and all that you desire to do - wholeheartedly - is let Its will express
through you and your life, because through your own experience, the moment you surrender to Its
guidance, you very fast learn that that's the better way, and the easier way to live one's life.
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